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Inspection of Burdwan Raj College 
 

Venue: Burdwan Raj College (C-01), East Burdwan 
 

Event Schedule: 14th May, 2023 at 12.30 PM 
 

Participants: Comprised of the- 

❖ NSOU Team Members:  

▪ Prof. Anirban Ghosh, Director, CIQA & i/c SPS and SVS 

▪ Prof. Arun Chakraborty, Prof of Library Science 

▪ Sri Prosenjit Bhattacharya, Dy. Director, RC Durgapur 

 

❖ Members of the Study Centre (Learners Support Centre) present: 

Dr Pradip Kr Bandyopadhyay, Coordinator, Shri Mrinal Kanti Das, Asst coordinator, 

Academic Counsellors, Staff of the LSC. 

 

❖ Learners of UG and PG: around 150 students/ learners were present for various PCP like MSW, History, 

MLIS, 
 

Objectives: 

• To see how well PCP are being held. 

• Interact with learners and know about the problems they are facing. 

• To sensitize the students on LMS and encourage them to use the same. 

• To inspect the store and office of the LSC 

 

Minutiae of the inspection 

 

An inspection team of comprising above members were formed by the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor to see the 

status of ongoing PCP classes and to check the condition of some books required for practical classes of 

BLIS/MLIS that were damaged and need to be replaced. The team arrived at LSC around 12.30 pm. Shri Mrinal 

Kanti Das, Asst coordinator, Burdwan Raj College study Centre welcomed the team and directly took to the 

PCP classes. 

The team had the opportunity to interact with learners. Many learners came from very far places like 

Rampurhat, Siuri, Borjora, Katwa etc., despite the fact that very less buses were available for a rally on that day. 

Many of their general query about the time and mode of examination, studentship and renewal, migration 

certificate was answered by the team. 

Prof Ghosh explained to learners that how they can manage their learning in ODL environment. Why they 

should not change the registered mobile no etc. Prof. Chakraborty address the learners of Library science, 

explained the scope and opportunity of the subject and how they can get training through this university. Shri 

Bhattacharya sensitized learners about the utility of NSOU app. How they can get access to video lectures, 

online SLP;s and soft version of SLM;s etc,  
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After the interaction team visited the office of the LSC and met all the staff over there. After a small 

refreshment, team completed the formality and filled up the inspection report taking inputs from records of the 

LSC. Thereafter team visited the whole campus and reached the SLM store. Raj College has maintained stock 

and SLM distribution register in good manner. Some old SLMs were lying on campus. It was advised to write 

an e mail to H.Q store so that, university withdraw the unutilized SLMs from LSC. Further advised to 

requisitioning of SLM’S which is still not received by the LSC.  The damaged books were shown by the LSC. It 

was decided that necessary steps will be taken by the university. 
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The inspection was satisfactory and such interactions need to take place at a regular interval. The team left the 

campus around 3.00 pm after the successful completion of the inspection. 
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